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Conceptual and computational advances triggered an explosion of designed protein structures in the recent years. Various protein fold geometries have been robustly designed with atomic accuracy, including protein folds unseen in nature. The same principles and tools have been extended to design multi-chain assemblies. By exploiting symmetry, mega-Dalton structures have been created with exciting potential applications for synthetic biology. In this review we focus on design of single chain and multi polypeptide chain assemblies of defined size and composition. Several innovative strategies have been developed to create de novo protein assemblies, with the two main approaches to the design of multi-chain assemblies being genetic fusion of interacting modules and engineering of novel protein–protein interfaces.
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**Introduction**

Proteins are the most versatile type of biomacromolecules. They adopt the wide-ranging 3D shapes and functions based on the defined complex tertiary structures that are encoded by the linear sequence of amino-acid residues. Proteins mediate most of the processes that are essential to all living organism. While natural proteins have been selected for function within the context of the cell, they have the huge untapped potential to adopt many new shapes and functions unknown in nature [1] which can be applied to solve many technological, medical, scientific and other problems [2].

To accurately design the fold of engineered proteins still remains an exciting challenge for protein scientists. A variety of approaches for designing novel protein structures have been developed in recent years: from modification of the existing natural domains to more advanced strategies that employ computational tools and are able to design de novo proteins from scratch based on rational engineering modular principles. The ability to design and construct proteins with arbitrary size, shape and function could be a milestone comparable to the industrial revolution, as the proteins represent smart nanostructures and molecular machines [37].

**Scope of the review**

In this review we discuss the recent advances in the de novo design of protein assemblies with defined size and composition. In the last four years since our previous review [4], the field of protein design witnessed important milestones in de novo design of single chain protein structures, which can be used as building blocks for larger and more complex assemblies as well as new types of assemblies. The main driving forces for this advance have been the conceptual leap in new design principles (where particularly the Rosetta based approach needs to be singled out), wider availability of synthetic DNA and advances in structural characterizations of macromolecules, from small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), X-ray crystallography to cryo-electron microscopy. The above factors facilitated flourishing of designed proteins and assemblies once deemed beyond our capability.

**De novo design of single-chain proteins**

Protein design can be viewed as the inverse protein folding problem [5]: the goal is to find a sequence of amino acids that is compatible with a given backbone fold [6]. De novo design involves solving an even more complex problem, where neither the backbone nor the sequence is completely specified [37]. Instead architectural features such as desired size or type of fold, number of secondary structure elements are specified (this is sometimes termed the topology of the protein). The advantages are numerous: proteins can be designed with atomic accuracy for specific functions, such as scaffold support, specific binding [7] or catalytic activity [8].

The current hurdles in protein design are inaccuracies in the energy functions and problems with exhaustive sampling. This is also where the most progress is being made. Consequently the design efficiency is increasing [9]. The sampling of different backbones is usually achieved either by assembling them from fragments or by describing backbones parametrically; both approaches are presented below. Examples of several de novo designed single-chain proteins are depicted in Figure 1.

**α/β folds**

One of the first de novo globular proteins consisted of 2 α-helices and 4 β-strands [10]. Lin et al. [11] expanded the...
range of possible topologies, as well as elucidated the rules needed to efficiently link various secondary structural motifs. Marcos et al. [12**] (Figure 1a) extended the principles to non-ideal β-sheets that contain kinks. Insertion of kinks can regulate local curvature enabling the researchers to install cavities into some of the designs. Larger α/β constructs can be obtained by fusing two α/β designs. King et al. [13] created a 147 residue fusion construct containing 4 α-helices and 6 β-strands.

**Repeat proteins**

Current *de novo* designs of compact protein folds are typically limited to ~150 residues [14]. One possibility to design larger structures is to design proteins with internal symmetry [15]. Parmeggiani et al. [16] devised a general computational approach to designing repeat proteins, based on making modifications simultaneously on all repeats. Six different types of repeat proteins were successfully designed. Repeat proteins can be characterized using helical parameters (radius, axial displacement and twist). Brunette et al. [17**] (Figure 1b) have designed helix-loop-helix repeat proteins of various geometries, including many that have not been found among natural proteins, indicating that the design space of proteins is larger than what nature has so far explored. Park et al. [18] (Figure 1f) have developed a method to chain repeat building blocks of different curvature, thereby enabling design of proteins with controlled local curvature. Repeat proteins with closed architectures (zero axial displacement) have also been designed [19,20] (Figure 1e) including a β-propeller [21] (Figure 1d) and a TIM-barrel [22] (Figure 1c).

**Coiled-coil protein origami (CCPO)**

A completely different innovative approach to designing self-assembled nanostructures is based on concatenating dimeric coiled-coil building elements, which have orthogonal binding preferences, into a single polypeptide chain [23,24]. The structure is formed by ensuring that the polypeptide chain traverses each edge of a designed polyhedron exactly twice. It has been proven mathematically that any polyhedra can be constructed in this way. From the topological point of view it is not important whether the CC pairs are heterodimers or homodimers, however it is important to have available both parallel and antiparallel CC dimers, since only their combination guarantees that a selected single chain polyhedron can be constructed. The modular design allows a construction of new polyhedral cage-like folds, unseen in nature. In many aspects this strategy resembles the principles of DNA nanostructures where polyhedral structures can be designed based on the complementary DNA segments [25]. However proteins have several advantages over DNA, such as greater chemical variability, availability of parallel and antiparallel building blocks and easier *in vivo* production.

Gradčar et al. [26**] demonstrated the feasibility of the coiled-coil origami strategy by designing a 50 kDa tetrahedral cage, with 476 amino acid residues. Correct folding...
of designed polypeptide chain is based on the interactions between twelve concatenated coiled coil-forming modules, far apart in the residue sequence. The coiled coil-forming segments dimerize independently and form the edges of the tetrahedral cage with a cavity in the center. Two antiparallel and four parallel CC pairs were used. Three of the parallel pairs were heterodimers and three were homodimers. Using another topological solution, a tetrahedron can also be constructed from three antiparallel and three parallel CC pairs.

Longer coiled-coil building elements are twisted. Since the structures composed of long coiled-coil dimers would contain topological knots, their folding needs to be kinetically defined and the order of self-assembly guided. This issue has been recently resolved using the single chain assembly of DNA pyramid, which established the rules for the fast folding design [25], which awaits its implementation in polypeptide-based folds.

The platform CoCoPOD (https://github.com/NIC-SBI/CC_protein_origami) was developed by the same group and offers many tools for design and building of polyhedral nano-cages. The main advantage of such modular coiled coil-based nano-cages is their excellent potential for variation in shape, size, complexity and functionalization for medical and biotechnological applications.

**De novo design of α-helical bundles**

One approach to successfully sampling de novo backbones is to describe the backbones parametrically. This is most easily accomplished for α-helical coiled-coils [27], which are dimers or higher oligomers composed of α-helices and stabilized by characteristic ‘knobs-into-holes’ packing [28]. New tools have been developed to facilitate the design of such structures [29]. Examples of designed bundles are shown in Figure 2.

**Coiled-coil α-helical bundles**

Huang et al. [30] (Figure 2a) have designed extremely stable trimeric and tetrameric and pentameric α-helical bundles. Thomson et al. [31] (Figure 2b) have demonstrated the utility of this approach by designing pentameric, hexameric and heptameric α-helical barrels. Catalytic activity has been successfully grafted onto the heptameric bundle [32]. A four helix membrane-spanning Zn²⁺ transporter has also been designed [33].

**Design of hydrogen bond networks at protein–protein interfaces**

Historically protein design focused on the hydrophobic protein cores. Therefore it is not surprising that most designed interfaces have a more hydrophobic character compared to natural counterparts [9]. However progress is being in made in understanding polar interactions as exemplified by the design of a protein with a polarc core [34].

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2**

Parametric α-helical bundles. Examples of de novo parametrically designed α-helical bundles. (a) A designed heptameric coiled coil [31] (PDB: 4PNA). (b) Designed hyperstable pentameric coiled-coil [30] (PDB: 4UOT). (c) Helical bundle containing two buried hydrogen networks at the binding interface [35] (PDB: 5iZS). Scale bar denotes 5 nm. Each chain is colored uniquely. Solvent accessible surface is represented by an outline. All images were generated using UCSF Chimera [47,48].

Boyken *et al.* [35*] (Figure 2c) designed polypeptide chain interfaces with buried hydrogen bond networks. Eight different α-helical bundles topologies with C2, C3 or C4 symmetry and various levels of supercoiling were successfully designed and tested by SAXS and crystallography. Protein–protein interfaces (PPIs) based on buried hydrogen bonding offer elegant solution to specificity and solubility problems faced by current state of the art design methods and are reminiscent of how nature solved the specificity problem in DNA binding.

**De novo design of multi-chain protein assemblies**

The first developed strategy for designed protein assemblies employed natural oligomerization domains that have been genetically or chemically fused. Another strategy that has been developed involves design of novel protein–protein interfaces that can be grafted onto existing oligomers. Over last two decades, the formation of well-ordered assemblies, lattices or cage-like assemblies where symmetry plays an important role have been constructed. Both types of assemblies are depicted in Figure 3.
Genetic fusion of natural oligomerization domains

One of the earliest strategies for creating designed protein nanostructures relied on genetic fusion of two distinct protein domains, typically comprised of 100–200 amino acid residues. The building blocks composed of linked oligomerization domains, which can non-covalently self-assemble into larger, highly symmetric assemblies. In the pioneering study of this approach the fusion of a dimeric and trimeric domain led to formation of a tetrahedral cage, while fusion of two different dimeric components led to ring structures [36]. Later, refinement of the original sequence design for the tetrahedron improved control of the relative orientation of subunit interaction which resulted in homogeneous 16-nm cage-like particles, confirmed by X-ray crystal structure determination [37]. The extension of the oligomer fusion method enabled the construction of larger polyhedral assemblies, including highly porous, 24-subunit cube with perfect octahedral symmetry [38] (Figure 3c). A crystal structure of the cage which had a diameter of 22.5 nm showed atomic-level agreement with the designed model. Further, the same group created and validated an advanced design of a 600-kDa protein homododecamer that self-assembles into a cage with tetrahedral symmetry [39] (Figure 3b). The solution properties of designed variants were measured and the effects of amino acid sequence on structural robustness defined by applying new algorithms for systematic analyses by HT-SAXS experiments. This approach enables to reveal cage symmetry, flexibility, multimeric stability, and conformational transitions as a function of solution environment. In summary this represents a new tool for effective feedback on experimental constructs relative to design and has general applicability in analyzing the solution behavior of heterogeneous nanosystems.

Kobayashi et al. [40] constructed novel assemblies by genetically fusing a dimeric (WA20) and trimeric (foldon) building block. The resulting building block (PN Block) was shown to simultaneously form several stable homo-oligomeric forms: small (S), middle (M) and large (L). SAXS analyses suggested that S is a hexameric barrel and M a tetrahedron-shaped dodecamer.

Design of protein–protein interfaces (PPIs)

Similar principles and tools used in design of single-chain assemblies can also be used to design novel PPIs. However additional challenges are present: the interface must be sufficiently soluble, which requires control of ion pairing and hydrogen bonding in addition to hydrophobic interactions [41]. To make the design problem more tractable symmetry is often employed in the design. Symmetric designs have a better tolerance for non-optimal interactions and higher specify as reviewed in Zhang et al. [42].

In a ground-breaking study King et al. [43] (Figure 3a) have created multiple two-component 24-subunit assemblies with tetrahedral symmetry. Two architectures T33 (4 trimers + 4 trimers) or T32 (4 trimers + 6 dimers) were...
tested. The authors first searched the structures in the PDB for suitable dimers and trimers. All combinations of dimers and trimers (over 250,000 pairs) were rigidly docked in the pre-described symmetry orientation. Because of symmetry constraints there are only two rigid body degrees of freedom (one rotation and one translation) for each distinct subunit that need to be systematically searched. Only backbone and Cβ atoms were used at this stage. The minimized docked complexes were evaluated for designability using several metrics (for example shape complementarity). The best candidates were then used for all-atom interface design. Four designs were crystallized and found to match their design blueprints with atomic resolution. The designs were also confirmed using electron microscopy.

By using existing dimers and trimers only one additional PPI needs to be designed, which makes the design problem more tractable. Two-component assemblies also offer the option of controlled assembly, by mixing the separate components, which can be used for packaging and encapsulation.

Hsia et al. [44] designed a one-component 60-subunit assembly with icosahedral symmetry. The design was checked using electron microscopy. Superfolder GFP was genetically fused either to one or both termini and the measured intensity was consistent with either 60-subunits or 120-subunits of GFP. Such molecules could serve as an intensity reference for (single molecule) fluorescence microscopy.

Bale et al. [45] (Figure 3c) have extended the approach of symmetric assemblies by designing two-component 120-subunit assemblies with icosahedral symmetry. Three architectures I52 (12 pentamers + 30 dimers), I53 (12 pentamers + 20 trimers) and I32 (20 trimers + 30 dimers) were tested. The designs were verified using SAXS, electron microscopy and crystallography. The best designs show an impressive 0.8 Å RMSD over all backbone atoms. Negatively supercharged GFP was packaged into a positively charged variant of one of the designs. 7–11 molecules of GFP associated with one 120-subunit design.

In an attempt to design more negatively charged 60-subunit assemblies with icosahedral symmetry Sasaki et al. [46] discovered that symmetric PPI can be robust and flexible. Increasing the negative net charge in the lumen resulted in larger particles. Two larger assemblies were characterized by Cryo-EM, one with tetrahedral symmetry composed of 180 subunits and one with icosahedral symmetry composed of 360 subunits. The assemblies are porous, which may be an advantage for packaging applications.

### Challenges and outlook

The most difficult technical challenges in computational protein design are inaccuracies in the energy functions and problems with exhaustive sampling, including the sampling of alternate unpurified states. Inaccuracies in energy calculations may lead to incorrect ranking of these unwanted conformations that might therefore be significantly populated in solution. Consequently this leads to incorrect protein folding and aggregation, which is reflected in higher failure rates of multi-chain design approaches (Table 1). The presented data outline the current difficulties in PPI design, although as was the case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Tested</th>
<th>Soluble</th>
<th>Designed oligomeric state/co-purification</th>
<th>Validated</th>
<th>Atomic resolution structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marcos [12]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Single-chain</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>33 (89%)</td>
<td>32 (86%)</td>
<td>24 (65%)</td>
<td>7 (19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunette [17]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Single-chain</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>79 (95%)</td>
<td>74 (89%)</td>
<td>43 (52%)</td>
<td>15 (18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyken [35]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>α-Helical bundles</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>101 (89%)</td>
<td>66 (58%)</td>
<td>25 (22%)</td>
<td>10 (9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King [43]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Multi-chain</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Several</td>
<td>5 (9%)</td>
<td>5 (9%)</td>
<td>4 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hsia [44]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Multi-chain</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3 (18%)</td>
<td>1 (6%)</td>
<td>1 (6%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bale [45]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Multi-chain</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>Several</td>
<td>12 (7%)</td>
<td>10 (5%)</td>
<td>3 (2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comparison of design efficiencies across several studies. The success rates are typically lower for multi-chain assemblies. Tested — denotes the number of experimentally tested constructs (i.e. the number of ordered genes). Soluble — the number of soluble constructs (values in parenthesis are percentage of tested constructs). Designed oligomeric state/co-purification — number of designs with correct oligomeric state (either monomeric or oligomeric). For multi-chain types this number reflects the number of designs that co-purified. Validated — number of designs validated by experimental methods. Superscripts denote the used method:

- ^a^ HSQC.
- ^b^ SAXS.
- ^c^ EM or Cryo-EM.

Atomic resolution structure — number of designs with determined crystal, NMR or Cryo-EM structure with coordinates deposited in the PDB. The real success rates are likely higher, since not all validated designs were necessarily used for structure determination.

^d^ Only the basic A to F folds were taken into account (and not the disulfide, dimeric or cavity mutants).
for single-chain designs, the success rate will most likely increase in the future.

A fundamental property of amino acid interactions is the complexity of cooperative interactions, which can still decrease the success of functionalizing the designed proteins. For example, introducing a cavity into a designed protein usually decreases its overall stability [12**]. The work done by the group of Yeates also demonstrates the difficulty of predicting effects of amino acid interactions: a few mutations in the linker region had a large impact on the global structure of obtained assemblies [39*].

One solution to this problem involves constructing assemblies from orthogonal elements as demonstrated by the design of repeat proteins [15] and coiled-coiled protein origami [26**]. The other option is to re-design the larger regions of the protein (not just the binding site) and extensively test the new design in silico, for example by folding simulations [14]. Several of the designed protein structures and assemblies are extremely stable [12**,30,44], demonstrating that protein design can improve the properties of natural proteins.

Designing new protein structures opens many new challenging possibilities, such as, for example, dynamic assemblies. Most de novo proteins are designed to have only a single global minimum. But dynamic assemblies must have several distinct stable conformations (and therefore several distinct free energy minima), which will require design strategies for targeting multiple minima.

The design of proteins and protein assemblies unseen in nature opens new perspectives for synthetic biology. We can expect in the coming years additional advances in design of new scaffolds and also demonstration of some applications in the areas of materials, sensing, industrial, medical and many others.
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